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Abstract—– In this paper effect of back-gate voltage is shown on saturation drain current in double-gate single layer graphene 
field effect transistor. Here it is shown that drain current saturates for high value of drain to source voltage, hence critical 
electric field and saturation drain current have been improved. Therefore condition for onset of velocity saturation in GFET at 
high electric field has been reduced. Here this is obtained in double gate GFET structure through a mathematical modeling. 
This modeling includes the effect of back-gate voltage on electron conduction through which drain current saturates for high 
values of applied drain to source voltage and hence magnitude of current is improved. 
 
Index Terms—Back-gate voltage, Critical electric field, Contact resistance, Dirac point, Threshold voltage, Saturation 
current, Velocity saturation. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In past few decades semiconductor technology 
continued forth with down scaling of conventional 
devices to a nanoscale level. With this scaling 
numerous issues are going forward. The main 
concerns with this scaling are the short channel effects 
i.e. velocity saturation, DIBL etc. Therefore among all 
materials which can relieve these limitations graphene 
immersed as a most promising material. Graphene is a 
single transparent layer of graphite, in which sp2 
hybridized carbon atoms are tightly packed in 
honeycomb lattice structure [2]. It is a zero bandgap 
material and has shown extraordinary performance in 
analog/RF applications due to having very high 
mobility and high fermi velocity [3]-[5]. There has 
been done a vast research on graphene field effect 
transistors (GFET’s) to make it applicable in high 
performance applications [6],[7]. GFET’s  have shown 
very good performance in saturation regime where 
saturation velocity becomes a major issue in 
conventional devices[8]. In this paper saturation 
current has been improved in double gate single layer 
GFET structure through a developed model which 
includes the effect of back-gate voltage. Here in this 
double gate structure, application of back-gate voltage 
(V 			) on back-gate terminal of GFET prevents the 
device to achieve it’s velocity saturation too early.  
This back-gate voltage varies the threshold voltage, so 
magnitude of current is low initially, whereas after 
reaching at higher values of electrical field this 
magnitude  increases and hence critical condition (Ec) 
arrives at very high value of  Vds. So this dual gate 
structure reduces the velocity saturation condition at 
high electric fields. 
As stated earlier that, velocity saturation is a dominant 
issue in conventional material based transistors, hence 
this problem is alleviated in GFET’s. In previous 
studies, velocity saturation has been shown in 
top-gated GFET’s and been  proved that GFET’s can 

withstand upto high electrical field before reaching to 
saturation [8],[9]. Here in this paper this critical 
electrical field at saturation velocity (v 	) has been 
elevated and hence saturation current  ( I 			 ) is 
improved. This has been done in a double gate single 
layer GFET, through the mechanism of back-gate 
voltage application. Application of back gate voltage 
( V 			 ), reduces the contact resistance (RC) at 
contacts resulting in shift of threshold voltage (V0) of 
device and as a result current improves at contacts. 
EC is critical value of lateral electric field applied 
across channel between source and drain, after which 
current saturates and becomes independent of applied 
drain to source voltage (V 			). Value of drift velocity 
at this value of EC, turn into  v 	. For short channel 
devices, current saturates for small values Ec and 
becomes independent of Vds. Here in double gated 
GFET on application ofV 			, current saturates for 
high value of EC and magnitude of saturation current is 
improved. Back-gate voltage effect has been shown 
through a developed mathematical modeling. This 
modeling includes the effect of V 			on reduction of 
contact resistance and variation in threshold voltage 
(V0). 
 
II. DOUBLE GATE GFET STRUCTURE 
 
Structure of dual gate single layer GFET is shown in 
fig. 1, where a single layer of graphene is patterned 
over thick back gate oxide(SiO2) layer(t = 300 
nm). In this structure, back gate capacitance (C ) on 
top of back gate controls the R  at contacts (region 
between source/drain and channel) of graphene 
channel and shifts the threshold voltage, on applying 
V . A top gate of length ‘L’ over graphene 
monolayer separated with thinner top gate capacitance 
(C ) controls the charge carriers in the channel with 
top gate voltage ( V ). Hence, V  and V  
modulate the channel resistance (R ) in top-gated 
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region (region covered by top-gate) and 푅  at 
contactsof graphene channel respectively, whereas 
entire graphene channel is co-modulated by both 
푉  and 푉  simultaneously. This approach, 
results high saturation drain current (Id), either for 
holes or for electrons, depending on value of 
applied	V (V). 
 

 
Fig. 1 Structure of Dual Gate Single Layer GFET. 

 
III. MATHEMATICAL MODELING 
 
From the drift diffusion theory of semiconductors, 
current is given as [13]: 

 
 
Where Q(x) is the graphene channel charge density, 
W is width of gate and v(x) is the carrier drift velocity, 
‘x’ belongs to the respective position along channel 
length from 0 to L(channel length). Drift velocity is 
given as following [13]: 

 
where ‘E’ is the electric field, µ is carrier mobility and 
v  is saturation velocity and it is related as: 

 
 
Where	E  is the critical electric field, at which carrier 
Fermi velocity becomes saturation velocity and it is 
related as Ec=Vds/L. Here the observed Ec = Electric 
field is the change in potential along channel, V(x) 
with respect to position ‘x’ as: 

 
Hence by combining eq. (2), (3) and (4) and putting it 
into eq.(1), drain current equation Id is : 

 

Since Vtopg the modulates the charge carriers in the 
graphene channel, so channel charge density is given 
as [13]: 

 
Where C is the top gate oxide capacitance, 
V is top gate voltage, V(x) is the potential along 
channel at any position ‘x’ from 0 to ‘L’ and V  is 
threshold voltage. Here V is responsible for shifting 
Dirac point. It is given as following [8]: 

 
 
Where, V =1.45V and V =2.7V are the Dirac 
point top and back gate voltages respectively. This is 
due to impurities absorbed in graphene. 
C =360nF/cm2 (thickness=9.2nm and dielectric 
constant k=3.9 for SiO2). C =12Nf/cm2 
(thickness=300nm and dielectric constant k=3.9 for 
SiO2). 
From (7), it is observed thatfor positive values of  
V , V0 increases to negative values and this 
improves the electron conduction whereas for negative 
values of  V , V0increases to positive values and 
this will improves the hole conduction. Here 
improvement in electron conduction is shown hence 
considered value of V = 80V. dependence of 
V  on 	V , is responsible for modulating contact 
resistance and shifting the Dirac’s point. Therefore 
this V0 causes the device to saturate at very values of 
Vds and as a result high drain saturation current (Idsat) is 
obtained in double gated GFET structure.  
Characteristics curve for V /V  is shown in fig.2. 
Here V0 also depends on back-gate oxide capacitance 
(Cback) which is given as: 

 
V0/toxbackcharacterstics is shown in fig. 5. Here toxback= 
0.30µm. 

 
 
By integrating left hand side of equation for  from 0 to 
‘ L ’ and right hand side from V(0)  to V(L) . Here 
V(0) = I R and V(L) = V − I R , R  is contact 
resistance between source/drain and channel, V  is 
source to drain voltage. L =440nm and W=1µm. 

 
 
After integrating both side of equation for respective 
limits, and and simplifying that, following compact 
drain current equation  is obtained : 
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                   (10) 
 
By rearranging and simplifying further, following 
compact equation is obtained: 

 
 
Eq. (1) is obtained model, which after implementation 
contributes improved results.  
GFET’s are having source and drain regions, which 
are doped electrostatically, by the back gate, which 
enables control over V  and R  of the top-gated 
channel. Top-gate and back gate both simultaneously 
co-modulate the entire Graphene channel of GFET. 
V , decreases 	R 	  between source/drain and 
channel, by modulating untop-gated and contact 
region of GFET i.e. modulates		R  [10]-[12]. Under 
negative (positive) 	V , hole (electron) 
concentration in graphene is improved especially at 
the part between source/drain and channel i.e. at 
contacts, so R  declines [10]. Application of 	V , 
changes the position of Dirac point, explained as 
follows: a negative (positive) V  induces a finite 
concentration of holes (electrons) in the graphene 
channel, proportional to C  [10]-[12]. A positive 
(negative) V  is applied to restore the device to 
Dirac’s point, where the carrier concentration is 
minimum and the value of V  here equals to 
corresponding	V . 
Therefore here it is concluded that on increasing 
V   to positive values negative values of threshold 
voltage increases and Dirac point shifts to negative 
values as a result electron drain currentI  is improved. 

In this paper electron conduction has been improved 
on applying positive back-gate voltage,V = 80V. 
 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
In fig. 2 I V⁄  curve has been obtained through 
proposed mathematical model including the effect of 
back-gate voltage (Vgback). It is observed that for value 
of		V  =1.5V,Idis not saturated at Vds= 0.8V as it has 
been saturated in [1],  on the other hand here it tends to 
saturate at Vds=1V and after that, hence obtained 
critical electric field,ECand drain current,Idsat at 
saturation condition have been improved compared to 
[1]. Therefore this result shows thatin this work using 
double gate GFET structure, condition of velocity 
saturation is not reached too early. In fig. 4 I V⁄  
characterstics is shown. In this figure it is observed 
that on increasing 	V 		to more positive values, Id 
(for electrons) increases and  is maximum (I = 1 
mA) at V = 80V, this maximum Id is the same 
value of1mA obtained in fig. 2 at V =1.5V 
andV = 80V.Therefore the fig. 2 and fig. 4 are 
co-relating each-other in terms of Id, V 			and V . 
Fig. 5 shows characteristic curve between back-gate 
oxide thickness and threshold voltage. This shows that 
on increasing back-gate oxide thickness, threshold 
voltage also increases to positive values and on 
decreasing oxide thickness, threshold voltage 
increases to negative valuesat constant back-gate 
voltage. As discussed earlier that for improved 
electron conduction negative threshold values are 
needed hence thickness should be as reduced as 
possible. Here considered thickness =300nm. 
 

TABLE 1.  COMPARISON OF PARAMETERS 
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Fig. 2.Threshold voltage (퐕ퟎ) as a function of back gate voltage 
			퐕퐠퐛퐚퐜퐤. 
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Fig. 3 Drain current (퐈퐝) as a function of drain to source voltage 
(퐕퐝퐬)for		퐕퐠퐛퐚퐜퐤 = ퟖퟎ퐕				and 퐕퐠퐭퐨퐩 = ퟏ.ퟓ퐕. 
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Fig. 4  Drain Current,		퐈퐝 as a function of 			퐕퐠퐛퐚퐜퐤for  퐕퐠퐭퐨퐩 =
ퟏ.ퟓ퐕. 
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Fig. 5   Threshold Voltage	퐕ퟎ, as a function of back-gate oxide 
thickness,퐭퐨퐱퐛퐚퐜퐤for  퐕퐠퐛퐚퐜퐤 = ퟖퟎ퐕. 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, the issue of velocity saturation has been 

overcome in double gate single layer GFET. Here in 
this structure through a mathematical model effect of 
back-gate voltage is shown on saturation current. Here 
the current, I  saturates for very high value of applied 
electrical field and saturation current is improved. 
 
FUTURE SCOPE 
 
In future, this work can further be carried away by 
implementing this approach to multilayer dual-gated 
GFET structure, that can increase Id upto very high 
extent. This increase in Id will result in high frequency 
GFET’s for RF applications and will be enabling 
GFET’s to replace the conventional material based 
technology. 
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